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OVERVIEW
Machina Terra is designed to be useable by customers and by Ionic to reduce the
maintenance overhead of maintaining multiple ways to run Machina. The host OS of Machina
Terra is Ubuntu 18.04 LTS while the containers which contain Ionic software run CentOS 7.
The OVA can be run as IDC only, Keygrid only, or both IDC + Keygrid. It can be installed as a
single node lab instance that runs all the minimum required services, or as a multi-node, multiregion production instance that will include Cassandra replication, Postgres replication, and
Check_MK Monitoring.
Improvements over previous implementation models:


Increased performance



Reduced network port footprint via integrated IPSEC GRE mesh overlay



Reduced services and complexity



Single OVA for all deployment types



One-command (per node) provisioning



Multi-region and multi-cluster Postgres and Cassandra support:







Up to 64 Postgres clusters with optional remote async replicas



Cassandra Data Residency support (not automated)

Clustered and highly available with a minimum of three nodes per region:


Postgres failover using repmgr and BGP/anycast



Cassandra/SOLR redundancy with an automatically configured, per-region
quorum of up to three

Cloud provider independent

Base Image Information
Machina Terra is based on Ubuntu 18.04 (LTS) and comes with all IDC and Keygrid
dependencies pre-installed. Outbound Internet access is not required to launch the OVA.

Deployment Configurations
Machina Terra may be configured as follows:
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IDC + Keygrid



IDC only



Keygrid only

Machina Terra Keygrid (whether on its own or paired with IDC) currently supports one
keyspace per Machina environment. PostgreSQL is used in a typical setup. Oracle is supported,
but it is not contained within the node; it must be configured separately from the rest of the
system.

Containers
Machina Terra leverages LXC for process isolation and name spacing. This means if services
such as Cassandra, Appserver, Postgres and Keyserver are all chosen to run on the same node,
they are separated from each other as if they were running on different servers.

Roles
The term role and container are used interchangeably as almost all roles map one-to-one with
a container. Each node will typically run one or more LXC containers.

Main containers


Application-server




Appserver


Dashboard



API



Device



Policy



User



EM



Enrollment Portal/EP



Redis



Redis Sentinel



nginx (nginx is run directly on the host)

Cassandra-Solr
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Cassandra 5.1.10



DataStax Agent (when OpsCenter is enabled)



KA (optional)




Key server

Postgres (optional)


Postgres 9.6



Repmgr



Bird

The roles assigned to each node determine which containers are configured and started. If no
roles are selected when running the bootstrap script, then it is assumed that all roles listed
above should run on the node.

Additional containers




monitoring


CheckMK



OpsCenter (optional)



Jaeger (optional)



Grafana/Influx

repo




nginx

master


Salt Master (provisioning/automation)



Not actually a container

The config file location for each container is /var/lib/lxc/{{ container
name}}/config. The config file is managed by Salt and doesn't need to be edited unless
necessary for troubleshooting. The container IPs are generated when the node is
bootstrapped and are visible after the bootstrap by running lxc-ls --fancy.

Port Requirements and ACLs
Machina Terra has the following network port requirements:


Inter-node
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ICMP



Protocol #50 ESP



UDP 500 ISAKMP



UDP 4500 ISAKMP







TCP 4505 and 4506



API consumer ports may be required by some roles

API consumers and Dashboard


TCP 443



TCP 80 (optional)



TCP 8443 (optional) - Use if load balancer supports proxy protocol

Management




TCP 22 - SSH

Outbound


UDP 123 - NTP



TCP/UDP 53 - DNS



UDP 67 through 68 (optional) - DHCP



TCP 25/465/587 - SMTP (Actual ports may vary depending on mail server in
use)



ICMP

We have greatly reduced the port requirements compared to what the internal node
services require.

Routing
Environment
An environment consists of all nodes in all regions that have been joined together and are
managed via the same Salt master.

Container Supernet
Container Supernet defaults to 10.0.0.0/8, but it can be configured in config.yml during
initial provisioning.
Each node in an environment is assigned its own container subnet from the container
Supernet. This container subnet is used to assign IPs to the node's LXC containers. All
container subnets are fully routable between nodes over the IPSEC GRE mesh. Ingress and
Egress for the entire container subnet is restricted to IPSEC only via iptables.

VIP
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A VIP is a Virtual IP Address typically used for high availability and/or load balancing. Upon
designating nodes with the Postgres role, an anycast subnet is allocated from the container
Supernet and reserved for the Postgres cluster. The first IPs in the subnet are used as follows:
•

1st IP - Postgres Master VIP
o

•

2nd IP - Postgres Sync VIP
o

•

Only ever advertised by one node

Only ever advertised by one node

3rd IP - Postgres ASync VIP
o

Advertised by any/all async and sync nodes

Each Postgres cluster is assigned its own subnet. The subnet is used to direct services that
consume Postgres to the appropriate node in the event of a failover. BGP was chosen for this
purpose because it is autonomous. Since routing is being performed with or without
BGP/Anycast, there is absolutely no overhead imposed. If you use an autonomous mechanism
for service discovery, no additional quorums are imposed. Upon isolation, the reachable nodes
send traffic to the best determined path.
Machina Terra imposes a convention that each region can have one Postgres master. To allow
for multiple Postgres clusters in a physical region, pseudo-regions must be coined. For
example, if you have a region you refer to as region1 and intend to have multiple Postgres
clusters in region1, then you might configure a handful of nodes in the region with region1
and additional Postgres and KA only nodes with pseudo-regions such as region1a, region1b,
etc... This convention is imposed so that automation can predictably determine how to
configure the next node added to a region based on which roles are already on each node in
a region and remote regions.
By using role-specific VIPs to access Postgres services, some additional flexibility is provided
overusing hard-coded IP addresses and/or static DNS/hostnames:
•

The addition or absence of remote Postgres async replicas does not require any
changes to application/service configuration files

•

In a scenario where large numbers of Postgres clusters are desired (up to 64 for
example), it is not necessary to have 64 remote async replicas. Only a handful of
replicas, selectively placed, is necessary.

•

A failure of a remote async replica means traffic will automatically route elsewhere
without changing anything.

•

In the event a Postgres master or sync node fails, repmgr will promote another node
to take over the role, and traffic is automatically redirected accordingly. This does
require that a given Postgres cluster have a local async replica, so both a master and
sync node can be established in the event of a failover.
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External Hostnames
The following are the external hostnames:
•

api (any hostname can be used for API)

•

dashboard

•

monitoring (optional)

Provisioning automation will automatically generate self-signed certificates with required
hostnames. Nodes with an application-server and/or monitoring role are the only nodes that
need/use the certificates. You will need to provide a single SAN certificate which includes all
fully qualified external hostnames.

External Licensing
The following external licenses are required:
•

DataStax (DSE) Cassandra, SOLR and OpsCenter

•

This requires a DSE support contract, obtained by you or by Ionic on your behalf.

•

Oracle (if configured)

Upgrade Path
•

Machina software and automation are updated via a single package upgrade followed
by one or more provisioning/automation commands.

•

System packages are updated either using public upstream repos or by means of two
packages supplied by Ionic. Ionic, eventually, plans to offer complete upstream repo
mirrors as an additional option for upgrading system packages.

OpsCenter may be configured to run Cassandra backups and/or repairs and provide
graphs/metrics for Cassandra.

Supported Cloud Providers
Machina currently supports the following cloud providers:
•

Amazon EC2

•

VMWare

•

OpenStack

•

GCE
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Suggested Hardware Specs
Please note the following:
•

Specifications will vary based on use case, geographic distribution, load balancing,
disaster recovery, and overall footprint.

•

Disks should always be SSD, and we discourage using shared storage since neither
Postgres nor Cassandra benefit from shared storage.

•

Storage redundancy is accomplished by establishing quorums within each region and
across multiple regions.

The following hardware specs are recommended for a production instance:
CPU

16

Memory 64G
Disk

2000G+

IOPS

5000

Minimum Hardware Specs
The following hardware specs are the minimum needed for a dev/test/POC instance:
CPU

4

Memory 8G
Disk

500G

IOPS

5000

Partitioning
OVA images include two partitions:
•

/ (Root)
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100GB

•

/var/lib/lxc

400GB XFS LVM

Additional volumes may be added, or existing /var/lib/lxc partition can be extended.
Adding or extending disk space (when extending /var/lib/lxc) can be accomplished via
built-in tooling requiring only a single command per-node.
Currently, OpenStack images only include a single partition and require additional steps.

Disk Space Calculations
There are several considerations for calculating the required disk space. Each role running on
the same server should be considered individually.

Considerations for all roles
•

System Logging
o

More volume means more logs.

o

Logrotate is pre-configured to run daily and store up to 5 bzip'd copies of
/var/log/messages.
This is per-role! Running all 4 roles on the same server means that you can have
up to 20 bzip'd copies of log files. This does not take into consideration the size
of the uncompressed log files and temporary space required to bzip them.
System logs do not have to be considered for backups since, typically, system
logs are shipped to a log aggregation.

•

•

Backups
o

Machina Terra does not include backup mechanisms due to the variety of
implementations that may be required.

o

Postgres and Cassandra each have data that needs to be backed up.

o

App server writes JSON data intended to be shipped to an analytics stack. In the
absence of an analytics stack, a customer may want the data backed up.

Replication
When a Postgres cluster has more than one instance (i.e. master, sync and possibly
async), replication is configured using WAL replication. If a sync/async node is
unreachable, it will cause WAL logs for its replication slot to be preserved until the node
comes back online. This means for each sync/async node configured to use a
replication slot, a failure scenario could result in needing multiples of disk space of the
size of the data. WAL logs seem to consume 50GB to 100GB of disk space with all
nodes operational.

•

Local vs Shared Storage
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Clustered databases, such as Cassandra and Postgres that are each maintaining one to
three copies of data of data per-region, benefit from local storage vs SAN storage since
the services are already providing the kind of availability you would typically get from a
SAN. A SAN is a single point of failure which makes the services less reliable and poses
scalability issues. Local, SSD storage is cheaper than SAN storage and preferred for
Machina Terra.

Cassandra disk space considerations:
•

When backing up, Cassandra all nodes in a region must be backed up at the same
time.

•

Cassandra backups make file system hard links which are created quickly but must be
de-referenced when copied to port them to another system. Because there is
essentially no upper limit on the total number of Cassandra nodes in an environment,
for the sake of scalability Cassandra backups should not be sent to a single point.
Typically, we configure each Cassandra node to take a local, compressed backup. Disk
space requirements should be based on the retention period for backups. To keep five
backups, you would need 5X the disk space required by the data and enough
temporary space to create the next backup.

•

Device request logs are stored in Cassandra for 30 days by default and all other types
of logs (that are stored in Cassandra) are stored for 90 days by default.

•

Once data is written to sstables in Cassandra they are compressed.

•

Replication factor is set to the number of Cassandra nodes in a region unless there are
more than three nodes. In which case, any more than three Cassandra nodes will have
a pre-configured replication factor of three.

•

An S3-compatible object store is a good place for Cassandra backups since it is a
destination supported by a cluster of nodes (typically) as opposed to a single node.

•

One billion keys create about 25GB (compressed) in Cassandra, but SOLR (since SOLR
runs as part of Cassandra) requires more than double that amount (about 30GB in
SOLR for one billion keys).

•

If nodes are unreachable, hints are generated and live for up to four hours. Hints are
uncompressed. Depending on volume this could require a somewhat significant
amount of disk space.

•

Cassandra periodically re-writes sstables to remove deleted rows and their
tombstones as well as for other reasons. This process happens automatically and
requires enough temporary disk space for this to take place.

Postgres disk space considerations:
•

Each key takes approximately 1KB of space (minimum) in Postgres. This means 1 billion
keys take over 1TB of storage in Postgres.

•

WAL archiving or SQL dump are common methods for backups.
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Application-server disk space considerations:
•

Appserver dumps JSON to /data/logstore inside its container which, by default, is
cleaned up by a cron job after 3 days. 1 billion keys create about 35GB of logs
(minimum).
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DEPLOYMENT
Follow the instructions based on your deployment method:
•

Deploying (AMI)

•

Deploying (OVA)

Deploying (AMI)
The AMI package must be shared with your account. Once the AMI has been shared:

1. Go to EC2 and start to launch the instance:

2. Select “My AMIs” and choose the appropriate Machina version:

3. Choose an Instance type depending on Production or Lab usage. The sizing of
production would be:
•

M5.4xlarge

•

16CPU / 64GB Ram

•

io1 Disk (provisioned IOPS) with 1TB+ disk space

4. If deploying for Lab usage or other non-production use, the sizing of a Lab instance
would be: M5.xlarge
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5. If required, configure Instance Details or Add storage Now review all the settings and
Launch the Instance:

6. Provide SSH keys to the Instance as the last step before it Launches:

The AMI will now be deployed. This may take several minutes. Once the Instance has been
deployed you will be able to login via SSH.

Deploying (OVA)
Deploying on ESX
Once the OVA file is in the appropriate location. You can use vSphere to deploy the template.
These screenshots are from vSphere 5.5 client, but the process should be similar for
all versions.
1. Once vSphere is open, choose the server to deploy the OVA file.
2. Select the File menu, and select Deploy OVF Template:
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3. Click Browse to select the OVA file to deploy.

4. The properties of the OVA are displayed, select Next.

5. When prompted to name the VM, name it according to your organization’s hostname
scheme:

6. Select thick provisioning and click Next.
7. Ensure you do not power on after deployment and click Finish.
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The vSphere client will now deploy the OVA. This will take several minutes on most
systems.
8. Once the VM has been deployed, right click on the VM and select Edit Settings.
9. Use the following screen to set and verify the CPU and memory settings. Click OK to
save the settings and then power on the virtual machine.
o

Memory: 64 GB

o

CPUs: 16

o

Hard disk: Provisioned size of 2TB

o

The Network default adapter of: E1000 should be removed unless needed for
backward compatibility

o

New Network adapter should be added of type: VMXNET3
Do not edit this setting if it is correctly set.
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Deploying in VMWare Fusion
To deploy the OVA on a Mac Laptop, you can use VMWare Fusion to host it as a virtual
machine.
1. Open Fusion and click on + to add a virtual machine.

2. Choose Import from the menu and click Choose File to browse for the OVA file.
3. Once it is selected, click on Continue.
4. Choose a destination folder to store the virtual machine after which the import will run.

5. When the import completes, a summary will display, click Finish. The virtual machine
will now start.
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COMMON SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
Configure IP address
By default, the VM acquires an IP address through DHCP. The use of a static IP address for the
VM is strongly recommended. Once the VM is running, open the console and log in. The
default user and password will be provided by Ionic.
To set the static IP, edit the /etc/netplan/01-netcfg.yaml file.

Vim is the editor referenced in this guide but use any editor of your preference.
Ensure the physical IPs (those being configured on the eth0/primary interfaces)
do not overlap in terms of network address with the value chosen for container
supernet
Container supernet by default is 10.0.0.0/16
After setup, ensure you can ping the gateway IP (or validate the settings by some means).
sudo vim /etc/netplan/01-netcfg.yaml
Change the eth0 settings to reflect the following, substitute the correct addresses for the ones
displayed here:
eth0:
dhcp4: no
dhcp6: no
addresses: [192.168.1.5/24]
gateway4: 192.168.1.1
nameservers:
addresses: [8.8.8.8]
To do this:
1. Press the down arrow until you reach the dhcp4 line
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2. Arrow over until you reach yes

3. Press i for Insert, and type no and then delete yes
4. Press enter to advance to the next line, and then type dhcp6: no
5. Press enter to advance to the next line, and then type addresses: [192.168.1.5/24]
6. Press enter to advance to the next line, and then type gateway4: 192.168.1.1
7. Press enter to advance to the next line, and then type nameservers:
8. Press enter to advance to the next line, and then type addresses: [8.8.8.8]
9. Then press the esc key, then type : and then type wq for write/quit
10. Then issue a netplan apply command to restart networking and integrate the changes

MACHINA TERRA CONFIG AND SETUP
Initial Considerations
•

Determine sizing and geographic distribution/load balancing/high availability based on
use case (one node, many nodes, large nodes, small nodes, load balancing, etc...)

•

Determine/validate email server(s), hostname/DNS, NTP, SMTP and SSL/TLS certificates

•

o

Hostnames for API (EM no longer needs its own hostname and can use the API
hostname(s))

o

Hostname(s) for dashboard

o

Regional hostnames

Start with the first node
o

Configure IP/hostname

o

Pre-populate certificates (this step can be skipped and done later)

o

Setup initial configuration file (config.yml)

o

Ensure physical IP's assigned to nodes do not overlap with container_supernet

o

Run the bootstrap script
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o
•

Set account passwords for CSA and tenant admin

Join additional IDC instances (only a single node can be joined at a time)
o

Configure IP/hostname

o

Run the bootstrap script with join action

o

Accept key for new node on the existing/first node

Update YML config file
An example config file is included on the node at /srv/bootstrap/config.yml. It is
advisable to consult with Ionic for values, such as Keyspace ID, when editing this file.
Additionally, if you have an external database such as Oracle for the keygrid, you will need to
understand the parameters before running the bootstrap. The config.yml file can be edited
with the following command:
sudo vim /srv/bootstrap/config.yml
A note about keyspace IDs: A unique keyspace ID is required to use the software.
We recommend contacting Ionic Support to get a globally unique keyspace ID
assigned to your organization. If the end users and system will not need access to
multiple installations, you can use one of the shared keyspace IDs found in
/srv/bootstrap/keyspace.txt
The contents of the yml are listed in Appendix A.
Commonly changed values:
•

external_domain: ionicdemo.net

•

enable_metrics: False

•

enable_keygrid: True

•

smtp_server: 127.0.0.1

•

o

smtp_port: 25

o

smtp_username: ""

o

smtp_password: ""

o

from_email: noreply@ionicdemo.net

o

from_name: Ionic Security

o

support_email: support@ionicdemo.com

csa:
o

email: user@ionicdemo.net

o

first_name: User
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o
•

last_name: User

tenant:
o

keyspace: ABCD

o

admin_first_name: User

o

admin_last_name: User

o

admin_email: user@ionicdemo.net

Run Build Commands
Once the YML file has been edited for this environment and placed in the /srv/bootstrap
directory on the all-in-one host, run the bootstrap command:
bootstrap.py –action bootstrap –bootstrap-file
/srv/bootstrap/config.yml –region us-east-1
Once that completes, the system should be fully configured, and you can verify the CSA
Tenant ID was set:
salt-call pillar.get systems:dashboard
At this point, the node is ready for use. Two password emails will be sent to the contacts
specified in the CSA and Tenant Admin sections.
If needed, run a state sync to ensure everything was configured correctly (not typically
required):
salt '*' state.highstate pillar='{"deploy": true}'
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Use the URLs in the emails to set new passwords for both the CSA Admin and Tenant Admin.
Ignore the certificate error as the site uses a self-signed certificate.

CSA and Tenant Admin Users
There are two initial users provisioned in Machina Terra, the Customer Support Admin (CSA)
user and the tenant admin user. These users both have dashboard access but are used slightly
differently.
•

CSA user
The CSA user is used to define tenants on the system and allow you to reset a Tenant
Admin user that has been locked out of the system. It will also allow access to the
settings for custom cover pages.

•

Tenant admin
This is the primary user on the system for defining policy and users. This user is used to
add additional users and view system status of the operational Tenant on the system.
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Forming a Cluster
Cluster support is built into the OVA using a VPN tunnel and ClusterFS for sharing common
settings files (i.e API keys).
To add a second box (where us-east-1 is the region you intend to put the next node):
# Run the following on the new box
/srv/bootstrap/new_bootstrap.py --action join --salt-master-ip
172.31.52.199 --region us-east-1
# Run the following on the first box:
salt-key -A
# Provisioning messages will stream to all consoles until complete
# Upon completion you should see "Minion bootstrap for minion ID: {{
minion_id }} Complete"
If one or more cluster members must be reached via NAT, then NAT addresses
should be used for all members. --nat-ip flag is required.

SSL/TLS Certificates
SSL/TLS certificates are stored in the following location:
root@ip-10-245-4-6:~# ls -lah /etc/salt/certificates/
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 595 Jan 30 21:43 dhparams.pem
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 1.8K Jan 30 21:43 external.ca.crt
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 1.8K Jan 30 21:43 external.crt
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 3.2K Jan 30 21:43 external.key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 1.8K Jan 30 21:43 idc.ca.crt
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 3.2K Jan 30 21:43 idc.ca.key
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 1.8K Jan 30 21:43 idp.ca.crt
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 1.8K Jan 30 21:43 idp.crt
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 3.2K Jan 30 21:43 idp.key
Please note the following:
•

idc.ca.* certs are not used. (This is the CA public/private key used to generate external
and IDP certs)
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•

Default dhparams.pem file is 3072 bit (may be 2048 now, 3072 took too long to
generate).

•

When updating/pre-populating customer-provided external certificates, ensure all 3
files are updated (.ca.crt, .crt, .key).

•

Ensure all hostnames used to access IDC are included as a Subject Alternate Names on
the certificate or use a wildcard certificate.

•

The same certificate must work for hostnames used by ALL nodes and ALL regions.

KNS
KNS is supported by creating the following files in /etc/salt/certificates:
•

kns-client.ca.crt.bundle

•

kns-client.crt

•

kns-client.key

The enable_kns option must be set to true in /etc/ionic/env_settings.json or
config.yml used during bootstrap.
If KNS is configured, the keyspace value in config.yml will not be used, but populating the
keyspace value in config.yml indicates that provisioning should attempt to create a
keyspace.
Upon creating a keyspace, provisioning automation will populate that keyspace in
/etc/ionic/env_settings.json under keygrid_keyspace.
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MAKING CHANGES AFTER INITIAL
PROVISIONING
The bootstrap script and config.yml files should not be used beyond initial provisioning
(although a lot of effort has been put into making it safe to re-run).
Settings from config.yml used during initial bootstrap are enriched and copied to one of the
following files:
•

/etc/ionic/env_settings.json
The Ionic section from config.yml goes here.

•

/etc/ionic/env_systems.json
The Systems section from config.yml goes here.

•

/etc/ionic/cloud_inv.json
Settings for each member of the cluster are gathered dynamically and stored here.

•

CSA and tenant sections get created in the IDC database and are not used by systems
automation beyond initial bootstrap

The first node of the cluster has the Salt master role and is where any changes to the above
JSON files should take place.
Sample JSON files after provisioning:
root@ip-10-245-4-6:~# cat /etc/ionic/env_settings.json
{
"allowed_tls_versions": "TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2",
"bootstrap": false,
"cloud_provider": "idc_onprem",
"container_supernet": "10.0.0.0/16",
"dashboard_enforce_whitelist": false,
"debug": false,
"deploy": false,
"environment": "lab-east",
"external_domain": "ionic.io",
"external_domain_prefix": "",
"internal_domain": "ionic.local",
"logging": "info",
"manage_iptables": true,
"manage_ntp_config": true,
"migrate": false,
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"region": "us-east-1",
"short_env": "lab",
"ssl_ciphers": "ECDHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128GCM-SHA256:ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256-GCMSHA384:DHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256:DHE-DSS-AES128-GCMSHA256:kEDH+AESGCM:ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128SHA256:ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128-SHA:ECDHE-RSA-AES256SHA384:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256-SHA384:ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA:ECDHE-ECDSAAES256-SHA:DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256:DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA:DHE-DSS-AES128SHA256:DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA256:DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA:DHE-RSA-AES256SHA:AES128-GCM-SHA256:AES256-GCM-SHA384:AES128-SHA256:AES256SHA256:AES128-SHA:AES256-SHA:AES:CAMELLIA:DES-CBC3SHA:!aNULL:!eNULL:!EXPORT:!DES:!RC4:!MD5:!PSK:!aECDH:!EDH-DSS-DESCBC3-SHA:!EDH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA:!KRB5-DES-CBC3-SHA",
"ssl_passphrase": "",
"storage_type": "ssd",
"use_logstore": true,
"vpn": {
"psk": "TUgyVkdZOU1XWVowWTlGV1RURDNDUVBUVUw="
},
"whitelist_cidrs": {
"ionic_office": "38.140.48.58/32"
}
}
root@ip-10-245-4-6:~# cat /etc/ionic/env_systems.json
{
"api": {
"api_id": "5a70e70bc6134e097f9592a6"
},
"application_server": {
"cassandra_client_key":
"VERPNUVNSzlFS0lGOTk0V1VDOTk5N1MyRVoyQlYxVFg=",
"db_service_pass": "QktVQTlXSk1ERFlK",
"db_service_user": "appsvr",
"port": 8071
},
"cassandra": {
"cluster_name": "lab_cs_cluster",
"db_admin_pass": "QkRROU9HUFJaMUI2OUQ4RQ==",
"db_admin_user": "admin",
"db_service_pass": "QTM0RFRHTkpIQTY0N1JSQw==",
"db_service_user": "cassandra",
"dse_keypass": "ptHMdNRQRi6Mw7doZvsTVQzz",
"ssl": false
},
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"dashboard": {
"admin_key": "5a70e70bc6134e097f95929e",
"api_id": "5a70e70bc6134e097f95929c",
"api_key": "5a70e70bc6134e097f95929d"
},
"data": {
"baseadminkey": "5a70e70bc6134e097f9592a1",
"enterpriseadminkey": "5a70e70bc6134e097f9592a0",
"idcauthsecretkey": "5a70e70bc6134e097f9592a2",
"pwdhashsecret":
"R0xBRkI0N0xSWEZPUFlQWkVMWlFBVUpXRDM3WjJYS1Q=",
"tenantadminkey": "5a70e70bc6134e097f95929f"
},
"enterprise_manager": {
"admin_key": "5a70e70bc6134e097f9592a5",
"api_id": "5a70e70bc6134e097f9592a3",
"api_key": "5a70e70bc6134e097f9592a4"
},
"idp": {
"port": 1459
},
"logstore": {
"encryption_keys": {
"hmac_auth_private_key": {
"1517348619":
"N0tTNDJTODcyMFpITE5TUVY2QkcwRjBZTUszVzk2SDE="
},
"sftp_account_password": {
"1517348619":
"QzFTMDZQQk1YNlFIS0s3V0JCRUIzNVQxSjRPNjhCNkE="
}
}
},
"policy": {
"admin_key": "5a70e70bc6134e097f959298",
"api_id": "5a70e70bc6134e097f959296",
"api_key": "5a70e70bc6134e097f959297"
},
"redis": {
"password": "UzZDR1dNQ0ZENzg2N1RWWg=="
},
"user": {
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"admin_key": "5a70e70bc6134e097f95929b",
"api_id": "5a70e70bc6134e097f959299",
"api_key": "5a70e70bc6134e097f95929a",
"from_email": "noreply@ionicsecurity.com",
"from_name": "Ionic Security",
"smtp_password": "",
"smtp_port": 25,
"smtp_server": "localhost",
"smtp_username": "",
"support_email": "support@ionicsecurity.com"

},
"worker": {
"cassandra_client_key":
"TElCV0lHT0lKQjhaNTI3UEhGSDRSTjNVWFdBMlVJM0w=",
"db_service_pass": "UDE2TVdHWFVaMkE5",
"db_service_user": "analytics_worker"
}
}
root@ip-10-245-4-6:~# cat /etc/ionic/cloud_inv.json
{
"cloud_inv": {
"ip-10-245-4-191.ec2.internal": {
"container_subnet": "10.0.0.24/29",
"containers": {
"application-server": {
"ip": "10.0.0.29"
},
"cassandra-solr": {
"bootstrap_role": "seed",
"ip": "10.0.0.28"
}
},
"em": "em4",
"ip": "10.245.4.191",
"nat_ip": "",
"region": "us-west-1",
"roles": [
"application-server",
"cassandra-solr"
],
"short_hostname": "ip-10-245-4-191.ec2.internal",
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"tunnel_iface": "ipsec3"

},
"ip-10-245-4-211.ec2.internal": {
"container_subnet": "10.0.0.16/29",
"containers": {
"application-server": {
"ip": "10.0.0.21"
},
"cassandra-solr": {
"bootstrap_role": "node",
"ip": "10.0.0.20"
}
},
"em": "em3",
"ip": "10.245.4.211",
"nat_ip": "",
"region": "us-east-1",
"roles": [
"application-server",
"cassandra-solr"
],
"short_hostname": "ip-10-245-4-211.ec2.internal",
"tunnel_iface": "ipsec2"
},
"ip-10-245-4-51.ec2.internal": {
"container_subnet": "10.0.0.8/29",
"containers": {
"application-server": {
"ip": "10.0.0.13"
},
"cassandra-solr": {
"bootstrap_role": "seed",
"ip": "10.0.0.12"
}
},
"em": "em2",
"ip": "10.245.4.51",
"nat_ip": "",
"region": "us-east-1",
"roles": [
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"application-server",
"cassandra-solr"

],
"short_hostname": "ip-10-245-4-51.ec2.internal",
"tunnel_iface": "ipsec1"

}

}

},
"ip-10-245-4-6.ec2.internal": {
"container_subnet": "10.0.0.0/29",
"containers": {
"application-server": {
"ip": "10.0.0.5"
},
"cassandra-solr": {
"bootstrap_role": "seed",
"ip": "10.0.0.4"
}
},
"em": "em1",
"ip": "10.245.4.6",
"nat_ip": "",
"region": "us-east-1",
"roles": [
"cassandra-solr",
"application-server",
"master"
],
"short_hostname": "ip-10-245-4-6.ec2.internal",
"tunnel_iface": "ipsec0"
}

When making to changes to JSON files, it is important to note that changing the JSON file
doesn't change service configuration. To change service configuration, the appropriate Salt
state must be invoked. The following generically configures most settings:
salt '*' state.highstate --batch-size=1
Refer to https://docs.saltstack.com/en/latest/topics/targeting/ for how to target specific
cluster members.
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APPENDIX A: CONFIG.YML
This is an example copy of the config.yml file:
# Settings under ionic heading are populated in
/etc/ionic/env_settings.json during provisioning
ionic:
# Short environment name
short_env: onpremlab
# container_supernet is used to carve a /29 out for each host's
containers
#
Ensure this does not overlap with the physical IPs that will be
bound to each host
#
Each postgres cluster also gets its own /29 for anycast VIPs
container_supernet: 10.0.0.0/16
# external_domain is the domain used to access dashboard & API
#
With an external_domain of onprem.ionic.com API and dashboard
hostnames would be:
#
api.onprem.onprem.auto.ionic.engineering
#
dashboard.onprem.auto.ionic.engineering
external_domain: ionicdemo.net
# external_domain_prefix allows configure a prefix to be appended to
the API and dashboard hostnames
#
With an external_domain of onprem.ionic.com and an
external_domain_prefix of "qa-" hostnames are as follows:
#
qa-api.onprem.ionic.com
#
qa-dashboard.onprem.ionic.com
external_domain_prefix: ""
# If customer-provided TLS certificate private key is encrypted and
requires a passphrase provide it below
#ssl_passphrase: ""
# Cassandra needs regular interval repairs to maintain consistency
#
enable_cassandra_repair_cron toggles a simple daily repair
#
Larger installations may require a more purpose driven process
or repair orchestrated via opscenter
enable_cassandra_repair_cron: True
# Ionic IDP allows SAML auth for registering new users without
requiring email
#
NOTE: Ionic IDP should not be enabled in production environments
enable_ionic_idp: True
# Cassandra storage type - ssd or spinning
storage_type: ssd
# The following SSL/TLS settings are the same as the defaults
ssl_ciphers: "ECDHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128-GCMSHA256:ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384:DHE33 | P a g e

RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256:DHE-DSS-AES128-GCM-SHA256:kEDH+AESGCM:ECDHE-RSAAES128-SHA256:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128-SHA256:ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA:ECDHEECDSA-AES128-SHA:ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256SHA384:ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA:ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256-SHA:DHE-RSA-AES128SHA256:DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA:DHE-DSS-AES128-SHA256:DHE-RSA-AES256SHA256:DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA:DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA:AES128-GCM-SHA256:AES256GCM-SHA384:AES128-SHA256:AES256-SHA256:AES128-SHA:AES256SHA:AES:CAMELLIA:DES-CBC3SHA:!aNULL:!eNULL:!EXPORT:!DES:!RC4:!MD5:!PSK:!aECDH:!EDH-DSS-DESCBC3-SHA:!EDH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA:!KRB5-DES-CBC3-SHA"
allowed_tls_versions: "TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2"
# Apply the whitelist ACLs below via nginx for access to dashboard
dashboard_enforce_whitelist: false
whitelist_cidrs:
ionic_office: "38.140.48.58/32"
# Time must be sync'd somehow...
#
In VMWare its preferred to allow the hypervisor to set time in
its VMs (this assumes NTP is configured on the hypervisor)
#
In EC2 ntpd or chronyd is typically used
manage_ntp_config: False
# If manage_ntp_config is true but ntp_hosts are not specified the
defaults are populated below
#ntp_hosts:
# - 0.centos.pool.ntp.org
# - 1.centos.pool.ntp.org
# - 2.centos.pool.ntp.org
# - 3.centos.pool.ntp.org
# Configure customer-supplied recursive nameservers in
/etc/resolv.conf
#
If using DHCP provided nameservers leave commented out
#
/etc/resolv.conf will not be managed if this is commented out
#nameservers:
# - 8.8.8.8
# Enable KA, EP & Postgres (Keygrid)
enable_keygrid: True
# Use an external database instead of integrated postgres cluster
use_external_db: False
# Number of shards to claim per postgres cluster
#
shards_per_cluster x (number of postgres clusters) cannot exceed
64
#
shards_per_cluster x (number of regions) cannot exceed 64
shards_per_cluster: 9
# Custom iptables rules
#
By default SSH, HTTP, HTTPS, ICMP, Salt ports and IPSEC ports
are allowed from any
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#
The *_custom_list settings below allow customizing the stock
iptables policy
#
Rules are added before the end of NAT/filter sections (just
before default logging drop)
#
This can be changed later on
#
It is suggested to start out with the defaults and customize
once provisioning is completed
#
Examples:
#
- "-A INPUT -s 1.1.1.1 -m tcp -p tcp --dport 22 -j ACCEPT"
#
- "-I INPUT 1 -s 1.1.1.2 -m tcp -p tcp --dport 22 -j REJECT"
iptables_custom_list: []
iptables_nat_custom_list: []
ip6tables_custom_list: []
ip6tables_nat_custom_list: []
# Redirect HTTP to HTTPS via nginx
#
If TLS is handled by external load balancers and HTTP will be
sent to ionic appliance then disable enable_nginx_http_redirect
enable_nginx_http_redirect: True
# combined is the default log format if unspecified
nginx_access_log_format: "combined"
# Metrics slam redis service under high performance situations as of
sprint 201808
#
NOTE: Enabling this may impact performance
enable_metrics: True
# Length of time (in days) to cleanup analytics data in
/data/logstash on app server role
#
0 disables the cleanup cron
logstore_clean_data_cron_age: 3
# Enable Jaeger in monitoring container and gyre config
#
NOTE: Enabling this may impact performance
enable_jaeger: False
# jaeger_host is automatically set to the IP of the monitoring
container when present
#
To use an external jaeger_host set it here
# jaeger_host: 10.0.0.6
enable_opscenter: False
# Settings under systems are populated in /etc/ionic/env_systems.json
during provisioning
systems:
user:
# The default SMTP settings below will send mail from a local
postfix instance in each application-server container
#
Use customer provided SMTP servers instead if possible
smtp_server: 127.0.0.1
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smtp_port: 25
smtp_username: ""
smtp_password: ""
from_email: noreply@ionicsecurity.com
from_name: Ionic Security
support_email: support@ionicsecurity.com
# CSA and tenant sections below are used during provisioning to the
specified tenant, keyspace, tenant admin and CSA users
csa:
email: user@ionicsecurity.com
first_name: user
last_name: user
username: user
tenant:
# Tenant Name
name: DemoTenant
# A keyspace must be provided by Ionic
#
ABCD may be used for testing/non-production purposes
keyspace: ABCD
# Tenant Admin credentials
admin_first_name: user2
admin_last_name: user2
admin_email: user2@ionicsecurity.com
admin_username: user2
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APPENDIX B: FILES AND SERVICES MANAGED BY
AUTOMATION
Build-time configuration
The following services are configured at build time and not managed by Salt until the need
arises (i.e. we'll add it in Salt states when/if necessary):
•

GeoIP DB

•

Timezone

•

Container packages

•

Host packages

•

Haveged

•

Postfix (for app server in case customer does not supply an email server)

Managed Configuration
The following services/config files are managed by Salt:
•

Nginx config

•

Gyre/Appserver config

•

Redis and redis sentinel configs

•

NTP (optional)

•

iptables (configurable through Salt globally or per-node)

•

ipsec/GRE tunnel mesh

•

Cassandra configs

•

Sysctls

•

Hosts file (configurable through Salt globally or per-node)

•

DNS resolvers (optional)

•

LXC container configuration

•

Cassandra users/schema/regions/datacenters

•

SSL/TLS certificates

•

Ionic IDP

•

Quagga and Bird
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•

KA/EP (ionic-keyserver/ionic-enrollment) (configs are stored in raw format and
migrated by automation)

•

Repmgr

•

Postgres 9.6

•

DRTool/DRCQL

•

OpsCenter/DataStax Agent

•

Influx/Grafana/Telegraf

•

CheckMK and CheckMK Agent

•

Jaeger

The following configurations are set during image build:
•

Salt master/minion configurations

•

Default SSH user and password (VMWare Only)

•

Package installation for non-Ionic software

•

Default partitions and filesystem

•

Apparmor host configuration

•

Timezone

Salt Master Backups
Salt master backups are stored in /var/lib/backups and backup the following paths on
the Salt master (the first node provisioned):


/etc/salt



/srv



/etc/ionic
This is the only pre-configured backup mechanism.

Monitoring
One node may be designated as a dedicated monitoring node, or this role can piggy-back on
another node. The following services are available:
•

CheckMK (always enabled on monitoring role)

•

InfluxDB/Grafana (always enabled on monitoring role)
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•

Jaeger (optionally enabled)

•

OpsCenter (optionally enabled)

If a node with a monitoring role exists, during provisioned hosts it will be automatically
imported into CheckMK at the end of minion provisioning.
To manually invoke an import, run the following from the Salt master:
salt -C 'G@roles:monitoring' state.sls roles.monitoring.import
Additionally, users may install their own monitoring tools, however, considerations should be
made as to whether monitoring agents are installed on the host (requiring a DEB package for
the monitoring agent) or installed in the containers (requiring an RPM for the monitoring
agent).

Built in test/troubleshooting
Self-checks can be run with:
salt '*' state.sls check
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APPENDIX C: OPERATING IN NETWORKS
WITHOUT A MAIL SERVER AND MANUALLY
CREATING ACCOUNTS
Once you have verified that the system is operational, you must retrieve the emails. As both
email addresses specified in the config.yml file are non-routable and the demo system does
not have DNS, the emails are likely stuck in the mail queue. We can retrieve the necessary
URLs from the command line. First use “lxc-ls -f” to view the running containers, then use “lxcattach -n as” to connect to the application server container.

Once you are in the container, you can view the email in the queue via the “mailq” command.
Copy the mail Queue ID for the emails that you want to view. Use the command “postcat -vq
XXXXXXXXXX” with the ID of the email you want to view. This will allow you to retrieve the URL
needed to reset the password.
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As the emails have some Unicode, you must replace the “=3d” with “=” for the URL to work
properly. Use the URLs to set new passwords for both the CSA Admin and Tenant Admin. You
will need to move past the certificate error as the site uses a self-signed certificate.
To manually create a tenant account, use the following commands. It is important to use the
tenant name specified in the config.yml file during initial setup.
lxc-attach -n as -- 'ionic_user_ops.py create_api_user --username
<myusername> --password <mypassword> --tenant-name <mytenantname>'
Dashboard login will require the unique Tenant ID to login. It can be retrieved by running the
following command:
lxc-attach -n as -- 'ionic_user_ops.py list_tenants | jq .'
In the example below, the tenant ID for the “DemoTenant” is 5e2f0f895193fa04fcfcfd55.
{
"Resources": [
{
"_createdBy": "system-setup", "_createdTs": 1580142473,
"_updatedBy": "system-setup", "_updatedTs": 1580142473,
"_version": 1,
"changedBy": {
"id": "system-setup"
},
"description": "",
"id": "5e2f0f895193fa04fcfcfd55", "name": "DemoTenant",
"region": {
"id": "ionic_global", "name": "Ionic Global"
},
"settings": {
"analytics": {
"activity": { "enabled": false
},
"applicationPolicy": { "enabled": false
}
},
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